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This research asks the question: “can multi-touch, without a text entry peripheral, provide a platform for efficient text entry? And, by extension, is such a platform viable for general purpose computing?” The investigation of this question involved four user studies that collected objective and subjective data for text and word processing tasks. The first of these studies established a benchmark for text entry performance, on a multi-touch platform, across a variety of input modes. The second study attempted to improve this performance by examining a newly developed input technique. The third and fourth studies included mouse-style interaction for formatting rich-text on a multi-touch platform, in the context of a word processing task. These studies establish a foundation for future efforts in general-purpose computing on a multi-touch platform. Furthermore, this work detailed deficiencies in tactile feedback with modern multi-touch platforms, along with an exploration of audible feedback. Finally, the thesis conveys a vision for a general-purpose multi-touch platform, its design and rationale.
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